Aerial Imagery Archive
Imagery Services, Fees and Conditions (as of 6/15/2011)

Access Fees:

**On-Site Access to Digital Resources**
Standard digital imagery available via a computer terminal. Unlimited B&W prints included.

- **1st Hour:** $60.00
- **After 1st hour:** $30.00/hr ($7.50/15 minutes)

**On-Site Access to Non-Digital Resources**
Photographs not available digitally will be available for use in the Archive. Hardcopy photos may not leave the Archive.

- **1st Hour:** $60.00
- **After 1st hour:** $30.00/hr ($7.50/15 minutes)

**Remote Access**
Standard Digital Images
File format specified by client (TIFF, JPEG, etc).

- **Scan Minimum:** 600 d.p.i.
- **Image:** $30.00/image
- **Delivery by FTP:** $60 minimum charge

Ortho-images
Ortho-rectified historic photographs projected to the Michigan Georef coordinate system

- **Image:** $45.00/image (extent of one photograph)
- **Delivery by FTP:**

Existing Modern County Ortho-mosaics
County mosaics are projected to the Michigan Georef coordinate system

- **County:** $75.00/county

**Other Imagery Services**
(custom scanning, image processing, re-projection, etc.)

- **Hourly Rate:** $80/hour
  - *(Michigan State University - $70/hour)*

**Licensing Conditions for Digital Imagery:**

Access to the digital imagery is provided as a service by Michigan State University. Use of this digital imagery is restricted to the employees of the purchasing organization listed below and may not be distributed to others. The imagery provided by MSU under this service is for non-commercial purposes only and may not be commercially resold.

All geospatial data and imagery are provided “as is” through this access service. MSU makes no warranty, expressed or implied, to the client or to any other person or entity. Specifically, MSU makes no warranty of the merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose of these data. MSU will not be liable for special, incidental, consequential, indirect or other similar damages, even if MSU or its employees have been advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will MSU be liable for any damages to the client or any person ever exceed the fee paid for this service, regardless of any form of the claim.

I understand and accept these conditions:

_________________________ ______________________________
Signature Date

Please Print Name Clearly Organization